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Advance Praise for Gertrude and Toby Meet the Wolf

We meet fairytale characters [that] will become the
favourites of children who read this series. Their mannerisms
and speech patterns are part of the humour in the stories. I
recommend this book to schools and classrooms (primary/
junior) as well as to family libraries.

The combining of fairy tale characters adds to the
fun and excitement for the target age group of sixto eight-year-old children. Gertrude and Toby [give]
children a shining example of friends helping friends
while also entertaining them. The illustrations in this
series are outstanding and just plain fun! This is a
great read for young children!

Carla Johnson-Hicks, Educator
Greater Essex County District School Board, Windsor, Ontario

Sandra Hoover, Reviewer
Cross My Heart Writings & Reviews

Gertrude and Toby have decided to go fishing at Trout Lake for their Friday adventure. While at
the lake, they see a little boy being dragged off by a hungry wolf! They follow the wolf and rescue
the little boy, but the wolf doesn’t give up. He goes after them, determined to get his “lunch” back!

Selling Points

›› Longer, more complex picture book; remains
interesting for young readers after repeated
readings.

Marketing & Publicity

›› Book reviews, award submissions, and author
appearances
›› Planned stocking at regional and local
bookstores and local specialty retailers

›› Fairy-tale characters add familiarity for children.
›› Age-appropriate length, word choices, plot,
and dialogue aid reading comprehension and
vocabulary development.

›› Author visits and book donations to libraries
and elementary schools
›› Social media: Facebook, Twitter, author/
publisher websites, author pages, etc.

›› Narrowest target group is ages 6–8, but beta
readers showed strong interest from ages 4–9.

›› Targeted promotional giveaways to readers
and reviewers

›› First title in the Series, Gertrude and Toby's Friday
Adventure, was released December 2015, and third,
Gertrude and Toby Save the Gingerbread Man, will
be released in November 2016.

›› NetGalley utilized for additional beta testing
and market exposure to decision-makers and
influencers within genre.
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“I love the guest stars that appear in each
book. I wondered at first if that might get
old and stale but it didn’t. Can't wait to see
who shows up next!"
Nikki Brewer, Library Director
Burt Public Library, Burt, Iowa

"This follows the familiar pattern of the
previous books and in this case familiarity
is a good thing. In three relatively short
books [the author and illustrator] have
established two really cute and funny
characters that will appeal easily to the age
range it is aimed at (6–8) and younger."
Patricia Doyle, Reviewer
Deja Read Book Reviews

Shari Tharp
Author

›› Resides in Southern California with
her husband and son
›› Graduate of San Diego State
University and a former teacher
›› The series originated from her
son’s request for a pet baby goat.
Realizing who would have to care
for it, she created a fictional goat for
him instead!

Jim Heath
Illustrator

›› Resides in Southern California with
his family
›› Full-time graphic designer and
illustrator
›› Originally from Huntington Beach,
California and is still an avid surfer
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